PRINCIPLES OF FREQUENCY
Frequency = Form = Function
Restore Frequency = Restore Form = Restore Function
We shall define frequency as the amount of time involved for an electron to complete one revolution around its
molecular or atomic structure. This revolution or periodic cyclic motion is measured in micro numbers. This number
identifies the cycles occurring per a specific unit of time, giving an element its own vibratory pattern which we call
frequency. In simple terms, frequency is related to how various elements structurally come together to form a
substance.
All life forms are composed of sub-atomic particles. It was once thought that atoms were the smallest particles of
matter. These particles form elements, which form compounds, which form more complex structures, i.e. plants,
animals and humans. Energy is released at the sub-atomic level by particles known as “electrons” (anions) and
“protons” (cations). These electrically charged sub-atomic particles spin and rotate within their respective orbits and
combine to form new vibratory patterns, which we call frequencies.
Anytime two elements, compounds or molecules come together a new frequency is formed. There are many ways
in which elements structurally come together creating various frequencies. Of the 120 elements we know of, there
are nine (9) geometrical structures (energy patterns) they fall into. It is amazing, and a mystery to comprehend that
all life forms are made from only 9 different structural patterns of energy.
The first person that developed the concept of frequency was Dr. John Northrup. He discovered the frequency of
grapes and became responsible for the Welch’s grape industry in New Jersey. His discovery led Dr. Carey Reams
to further develop the concept of frequency and how it applies to biological life and ionization principles of energy.
Ionization being the science of taking things apart and putting them back together at a specific frequency required
for a particular “kind” of life form.
Frequency determines “kind”. Each kind of creation, plant or animal has a unique frequency. Once the frequency is
determined we know the proper diet for that ‘kind”. Knowing the proper diet is most important in order to assist
each kind of creation in maintaining or restoring perfect health.
All creation, each of its own “kind” resonates at a specific frequency. From the simplest elemental form to the most
complex of organisms, each reproduces after its own kind. In the biblical story of creation we read in Genesis 1:25
“God made every living thing after its kind…” More precisely, we see there is a distinction between various forms of
life; each maintaining its own frequency pattern, with man being the most complex frequency we know of.
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The creation story continues in Genesis 1:27 “…God created man in His own image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created He them.” We see here that patterns of frequency were separated into sexes.
Within humanity the male has a frequency of .0000024 while the female frequency is .0000026. In the animal
kingdom the frequency for the male dog is .000038 while the female dog is .000040. A male horse has a frequency
of .000044 while the female is .000046. Whereas the frequency of males and females in the animal and human
species end in even numbers; androgynous creation frequencies end in an odd number, as in the citrus which
flowers are both male and female has a frequency of .0009.

All cells will vibrate at the same frequency of its respective kind (male or female). The body will only accept parts
that are of its own frequency. It is the liver, which converts the frequency to that of its kind. All food energy must
have a frequency adjustment by the liver before the body is able to utilize it.
In our efforts to maintain or restore health, our objective is “to follow the line of least resistance” - acquiring the
most energy with the least effort for the maximum return. Therefore, it is important we identify the foods that vibrate
at the frequency most accessible by our metabolism. The foods that will provide us with the most energy should
possess the proper frequency (vibration) arrangement for our “kind”. Utilizing the BIA - Ionization Analysis Method
(I AM) we are able to accurately determine the proper diet for an individual based on that individual’s specific biochemical profile.
We are committed to providing you with the best resources and information necessary to live a long and healthy
life. Begin living a life free of degenerative disease, free of chronic pain, and free of prescription drugs. Outstanding
mental function, emotional health, physical stamina and optimism can be yours. Perfect Health is just a phone call
away - 866.837.8474 (866.Test.4.ph).
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